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File ISM03

Properties of Polymers
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Topics
• Shape of polymers
• Molecular mass distribution
• Osmotic pressure
• Reversible and irreversible gels
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Examples of 
repeat units

Synthetic polymers
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Simple model: Freely Jointed 
Chain

Angles between 
consecutive bonds 
are free to rotate

Length of link: l

The monomers have no volume: ghost or fantom chain
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Shape of flexible polymers

Random coil in theta solvent

Each conformation is a perfectly random path

Compare with diffusion of a Brownian particle
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Shape of flexible polymers

If we follow a single molecule, 
and superimpose all conformations,
the resulting probability distribution is 
a blurry image with a Gaussian shape

Rg
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Modifications of Freely Jointed 
Chain model

Fixed valence angle

Exercise: Polyethylene C-C bonds
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Modifications Freely Jointed Chain 
model

Restriction on bond angle (dihedral gauche or trans)

Exercise: what happens when the 
average bond angle is zero?
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Modification Freely Jointed chain 
model

‘Steric’ effects due to crowding of side groups
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Modification random coil: 
thermodynamic interactions

In a bad solvent, the coil is collapsed
In a good solvent, the coil is swollen
In a theta solvent, the coil behaves exactly like an ideal random coil

bad theta
good

Two effects: excluded volume and polymer solvent interactions
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Modifications: thermodynamic 
interactions

Excluded volume: longe range along the polymer path
The chain cannot intersect itself: Self-Avoiding Walk

Illustration in 2D:

Compare with ideal random walk 2D:
Due to the excluded volume interaction,
the chain is swollen (expanded), and is no
longer represented by an ideal random walk
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Modification: thermodynamic 
interactions

In a solvent, with χ>0, (the usual case), 
monomers have a tendency to stick together, 
the more so the higher χ.
This perturbs the random walk, since new ‘steps’ or links
will have a preferential orientation, 
depending on the positions of all links

χ =0
χ >0
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Thermodynamic interactions

• Excluded volume repulsive interactions 
swell the chain

• Monomer-monomer attractions shrink the 
chain

• In a theta solvent, excluded volume 
repulsion balances exactly the monomer-
monomer attraction, this is for χ=0.5 (see 
section on osmotic pressure)
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Molecular mass distribution

• Polymers produced by synthetic chemistry almost 
always have a distribution in chain length, 
depending on polymerisation scenario 
(condensation, radical polymerisation, ionic 
polymerisation): they are polydisperse

• Polymers produced by living systems, almost 
always have fixed length (DNA, RNA, peptides 
etc.): they are homodisperse
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Molecular mass distribution
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Molecular mass Distribution
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Molecular mass distribution

‘old’ synthetic polymerisation, very heterodisperse, P > 2
Modern (anionic polymerisation), 1<P<2
Very difficult to make polymers with P=1: 
we need tricks from biology!

Exercise: polymer monomer molecular weight is 40 gram/mol.
Sample contains 1 mmol polymer with N=50, 
2 mmol polymer with N=100. 
What is the value of P?
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Classical methods to measure 
mass distribution

• Colligative properties (osmotic pressure, 
freeze point depression etc.) depend only on 
the number of polymers, hence depend on 
Mn only

• (Light scattering depends on the weight 
average molecule mass Mw)

• (Intrinsic viscosity depends on molecular 
mass Mv, with  Mn < Mv<Mw )
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• Gel permeation or size-exclusion 
chromatography

• Mass spectrometry (biopolymers, 
proteomics)

Modern methods to measure 
mass distribution

The modern methods have replaced the old methods: 
they are much easier to use
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Size exclusion chromatography
A chromatography column is filled
with porous (very tough) gel beads 1-10 micron

Each bead contains many pores 
of a certain size D 1-50 nm

Large polymer molecules Rg >> D, 
cannot penetrate the beads, and elute first

Small polymer molecules Rg << D, 
can easily penetrate the beads, and elute last

Elution volume

signal

Rg>DRg<D
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Osmotic pressure

• Osmotic pressure is not much in use anymore as 
means to find the molecular mass: to cumbersome

• But it is very important to understand, because of 
the relation between osmotic pressure and 
molecular composition in soft micromechanical 
devices, such as drug delivery systems, artificial 
gels, and the living cell. 
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Osmotic pressure principle

During osmossis, the volume is not constant.
Hence in the thermodynamic analysis we will use
the Gibbs energy, rather than the Helmoltz energy

solution solvent

P=cst.

P+π

h
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Thermodynamic derivation
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Osmotic pressure
The relation between osmotic pressure and chemical potential is general:
We can insert any model we want.

For solutions of flexible polymers, 
we will use the Flory Huggins expression
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Dependence on polymer concentration 
Theoretical

Good solvent χ=0.3

Theta solvent χ=0.5

Bad solvent χ=0.7

N=100
1/N=0.01
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Dependence on polymer concentration
experimental
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Comparison experiment and theory: 
extraction of parameters
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Theta solvent: χ=0.5,
A2=0
π=RTc/M (van ‘t Hoff)

c: concentration 
in weight/volume 

theoretical
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Gels

There are two types of gels
1. Irreversibel: covalent cross links
2. Reversibel: non-covalent or association cross links

irreversibel

reversibel

Structural materials Food, biomedical and healthcare  materials

elastic
slow deformations: viscous
fast deformations: elastic
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Irreversible gels
stretch

When we stretch the gel, the cross-links remain intact.
As a result, the tethered polymer strands can sample fewer
conformations, hence the entropy drops
The internal energy does not change very much:
1. When the gel is made of pure polymer (rubber), the monomer-
monomer contacts in original and stretched situation are the same
2. When the gel contains solvent (polyacrylamide gel), 
the monomer-solvent contacts in original and stretched situation
are the same

We assume: ∆U=0
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Loss of entropy

Calculate the sum W of all conformations,
Given that the end points are fixed in space
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Loss of entropy

The loss of entropy corresponds to loss of 
O(1) degree of freedom per chain!
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Work for elastic deformation

When we stretch a sample in the x-direction, 
the sample is compressed in the y and z direction

Conservation of volume

Exercise: give proof
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elastic stress
(For details of derivation see pgs 114-116)

The smaller the strands, 
the higher the stress
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Entropic force
The elastic stress of a polymer gel is an example of an 
entropic force. The entropy drops when the gel is stretched, 
and rises when contracted.

A classic home ‘kissing rubber’ experiment: 
When we stretch a rubber band fast, so that no heat can enter or escape (adiabatically)
the temperature of the band rises (you can feel it with your lips). Why is that?

Search Google with ‘rubber band entropy temperature’

http://scifun.chem.wisc.edu/HOMEEXPTS/rubberband.html
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Advanced topic: adiabate for stretching
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Reversible gels

Back to the polymer candies!

When we strech an reversible gel fast, 
the association cross links remain intact (until breakage)
When we strech slowly, the association links slip: flow

This concludes ISM03
Chapter 2

Reversible gels will be further discussed 
in the chapter 4 on association colloids


